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new calendar and college directory bethe rain will cease
and
by Manager Goodman, of the football
L. H. Gregory* Fritz
team, at the meeting of the student body ing prepared by
give the athletes a fair chance. “Bill”
,_>ean and Arthur Geary, when the Euwas well pleased with the showing the
this morning, was adopted by a practigene Merchants Protective Association men had made before the rain intercally unanimous vote, and will be sublast night agreed to help in any thing
mitted to the Board of Regents.
rupted and expects a good meet.
Mr.
that was needed in the way of adverThe classes have been a bit tardy
Goodman declared that it would be a
tising.
about
of
announcing their entries and only
fitting expression
appreciation for Mr.
"We can now safely say that both a
partial list oculd be secured today.
Hayward’s work >n building up the athwill be on the campus within a month,”
Following are the entries:
letic prestige of the school for the new
said Geary this morning. “We believe 100
yard dash—
gymnasium to be named after him. The
that the students will appreciate our efCarl
Bristow, ’10;
Eastham, TO;
promptness with which the students cast
forts in these matters and hope they
Huston, '12; Hawkins, T2; Kelly, T2;
their votes in favor of the resolution,
will support us liberally.”
Barbour, '12; Kuykendall, T3; Krieger,
plainly showed their agreement with that
T3; Briedwell, T3.
sentiment.
220
yard dash—
Of the three amendments that were
THIS YEAR’S OREGANA
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ton,
’12; Hawkins, ’12; Kelly, ’12; BarSTAFF GETS TO WORK
two were passed without much discusbour,
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Briedwell, ’13.
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ment, providing that the University of the drawings and cartoons will “beat
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Oregon Semi-Weekly should be given those of former years a mile.”
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the name of "Oregon Emerald,” a lively
Reuter, ’ll; Garrabrandt, T2; Huggins,
debate arose. The measure was at first
T2; Kelly, T2; Walls, ’12; McClure, T3;
voted down, but a motion for reconCALENDAR
McGuire, T3.
sideration carried and brought out a
The entries for the three quarter mile
fuller explanation of the reasons for the
are: Riddell, TO; Leonard, TO; Platts,
proposed change. This appeared to cast Wednesday, October 30—
TO; Downing, TO; Reuter, ’ll; Garraa different light on the subject, for on
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representatives of the Oregon UniverT2; Hawkins, T2; Gabrielson, T2; HusKincaid Field.
sity to compete on equal terms with
ton, T2; Kuykendall, T3; Steffens, T3.
other schools, where greater facilities
Girls’ dance, 7:45 p. m., GymHigh jump—
for training were afforded the tennis
nasium.
Eastham. TO; Neal, TO; Johnson, ’ll;
team.
Laurean Society, 7 p. m., Deady
Although the plan was discussed
Olson, T2; Hawkins, T2.
as some length, no decision could be arHall.
Pole Vault—
rived at, owing to circumstances which
Philologian Society, 7 p. m„ McB. Williams, TO; Watson, T2; Sweenwould have made the motion of Mr.
Clure Hall.
ey, T2; VanDuyn, T3.
Davidson void, even if it had been voted
Broad Jump—
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is attending
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again this year.
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the University of Oregon are in favor
of naming the new gymnasium “Hay-
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